### 2020 Virtual Regional Auditor FAQs

**What are the Virtual Regional Auditions?**
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the theatre community, Theatre Bay Area has launched the 2020 Virtual Regionals, which are categorized by the four regions of the Bay Area: East Bay, North Bay, South Bay, and San Francisco. Actors will be able to submit their headshot, resume, and a link to their audition video via an electronic form and select which regions they’d like to be considered for. Registered auditors will receive: the headshot and resume of the actors, a link to their audition video, an excel sheet with all questionnaire answers (regions to work in, types of theatre, ect.). Access will be granted through the end of November.

Theatre Bay Area has crafted the virtual auditions to meet the needs of our individual and company members in this current climate while incorporating feedback from past general and regional auditions.

**Who can participate in the Virtual Regional Auditions?**
All actors (equity and non) can submit a virtual audition.

**Who can audit the regionals?**
All TBA company members that register for the event.

**How long will the audition videos be made available?**
Auditors will be able to purchase access to the regional audition bank through the end of September.

**How will I be able to see the auditions and audition materials?**
All participating actors will have submitted their materials and a link to their audition video via a Google form, a compilation of those forms will be made available to you after registration.

**How much time do the actors have?**
Audition can be up to 3 minutes, plus up to 30 seconds for slate/introduction (for both non-AEA and AEA actors). If a video is longer than 4 minutes, it will be deleted and that actor’s application will be ineligible.

**What if I have more questions?**
Please contact Mikah Johnson at mikah@theatrebayarea.org.